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Times are changing, but it is still true that tradition is

being perpetuated – especially when it involves a
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For four generations, ever since the great-grandfather

Marc Victor Cachelin opened a watch workshop in

Dombresson in the Swiss Jura mountains at the turn of the

20th century, our exceptional watches have perfectly

combined decorativeness with classicism, gold with

platinum.

The activity of the family business was interrupted after half a

century, only to re-emerge a few years later when the

great–grandson opened Montres Grenacher s.a. in Geneva,

where it is one of the few companies to design Private Label

watches with the special mark Genève.

From the idea to manufacture, our designers and

craftsmen–watchmakers have known how to win the hearts

of our customers, who are among the most demanding, by

making watches that exquisitely blend our know-how with

Swiss accuracy and quality, the result of a centuries-old

tradition.  

The Swiss Sport Grenacher Genève ultimate chronometers

and timepieces follow this tradition. The inspiration for this

line came from the idea to create a collection for people who

demand elegance but at the same time like sport. In order to

balance between the two, the models combine dynamic

classical lines with subtle sport themes.  

HISTORY

Marc Victor Cachelin in his watch workshop
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ULTIMATE CHRONOGRAPHS

Solid stainless steel quartz ultimate
chronographs with interchangeable
bracelets.
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G1

G1C-WHT-RDB G1C-BLK G1C-BLU





Solid stainless steel quartz ultimate
t imepieces with interchangeable
bracelets.

ULTIMATE TIMEPIECES

G1
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G1-WHT-RDB G1-BLK G1-BLU





Solid stainless steel quartz ultimate
t imepieces with interchangeable
bracelets.

ULTIMATE TIMEPIECES

G2

G2-WHT-RDB
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G2-BLK G2-BLU





Solid stainless steel digital quartz ultimate
chronographs with interchangeable
bracelets.

ULTIMATE CHRONOGRAPHS

G3

G3C-WHT
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G3C-BLK G3C-BLU





Solid stainless steel quartz ultimate
timepieces.

ULTIMATE TIMEPIECES

G5

G5-WHT
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G5-BLK G5-BLU





Solid stainless steel quartz ultimate
timepieces.

ULTIMATE TIMEPIECES

G6

G6-WHT
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G6-BLK G6-BLU





Solid platinum or white gold officially certified
ultimate chronometers with skeleton backs
and interchangeable bracelets.

ULTIMATE CHRONOMETERS LIMITED EDITION

G7

G7CC-PT--WHT-BKB

G7CC-WAU-WHT-BKB

G7CC-PT-WHT-BEB

G7CC-WAU-WHT-BEB
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G7CC-PT-BLK

G7CC-WAU-BLK
G7CC-PT-BLU

G7CC-WAU-BLU





Solid stainless steel officially certified ultimate
chronometers with skeleton backs and
interchangeable bracelets.

ULTIMATE CHRONOMETERS

G7

G7CC-WHT-BKB

G7CC-WHT-BEB
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G7CC-BLK G7CC-BLU



Solid stainless steel ultimate chronographs
with skeleton backs and interchangeable
bracelets.

ULTIMATE CHRONOGRAPHS

G7

G7C-WHT-BKB

G7C-WHT-BEB G7C-BLK G7C-BLU
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Solid platinum or white gold officially certified
ultimate automatic chronometers with skeleton
backs and interchangeable bracelets.

ULTIMATE AUTOMATIC CHRONOMETERS LIMITED EDITION

G7

G7AC-PT-WHT-BKB

G7AC-WAU-WHT-BKB

G7AC-PT-WHT-BEB

G7AC-WAU-WHT-BEB
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G7AC-PT-BLK

G7AC-WAU-BLK
G7AC-PT-BLU

G7AC-WAU-BLU





Solid stainless steel officially certified ultimate
automatic chronometers with skeleton backs
and interchangeable bracelets.

ULTIMATE AUTOMATIC CHRONOMETERS

G7

G7AC-WHT-BKB

G7AC-WHT-BEB
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G7AC-BLK G7AC-BLU



Solid stainless steel ultimate automatic
t imepieces with skeleton backs and
interchangeable bracelets.

ULTIMATE AUTOMATIC TIMEPIECES

G7

G7A-WHT-BKB

G7A-WHT-BEB G7AC-BLK G7AC-BLU
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G1 ULTIMATE CHRONOGRAPHS

1/10th second, split-time quartz chronograph. Numbered. Water-resistant to 100
meters (330 feet). 1/10th second and 30 minute timers. Small second. Calendar.
Tachymeter. Solid stainless steel case with solid stainless steel, unidirectional
rotating bezel. Sapphire crystal. Solid stainless steel screw-locked crown. Solid
stainless steel screwed-in back. Luminescent dial. Two interchangeable genuine
rubber bracelets –one with Swiss Sport markings and one with golf ball markings.
Interchangeable solid stainless steel butterfly folding buckle with push buttons.
Supplied with the Golfer’s Tool.

G1 ULTIMATE TIMEPIECES

Quartz watch. Numbered. Water-resistant to 100 meters (330 feet). Calendar. Solid

stainless steel case with solid stainless steel, unidirectional rotating bezel. Sapphire

crystal. Solid stainless steel screw-locked crown. Solid stainless steel screwed-in

back. Luminescent dial. Two interchangeable genuine rubber bracelets –one with

Swiss Sport markings and one with golf ball markings. Interchangeable solid

stainless steel butterfly folding buckle. Supplied with the Golfer’s Tool.

G1C-WHT-RDB

G1-BLKG1-WHT-BEBG1-WHT-BKBG1-WHT-RDB

G1C-BLUG1C-BLKG1C-WHT-BEBG1C-WHT-BKB

G1-BLU

TECHNICAL DATA
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G2 ULTIMATE TIMEPIECES

Quartz watch. Numbered. Water-resistant to 100 meters (330 feet). Calendar. Solid

stainless steel case. Sapphire crystal. Solid stainless steel screw-locked crown.

Solid stainless steel screwed-in back. Luminescent dial. Two interchangeable

genuine rubber bracelets –one with Swiss Sport markings and one with golf ball

markings. Interchangeable solid stainless steel butterfly folding buckle. Supplied

with the Golfer’s Tool.

G3 ULTIMATE CHRONOGRAPHS

1/100th second, lap-time and split-time quartz chronograph. Numbered.

Water–resistant to 100 meters (330 feet). 30 minute and 12 hour timers. Small second.

Calendar. Tachymeter. Digital displays. Two time zones. Alarm. Solid stainless steel

case with solid stainless steel and polyurethane combination, unidirectional rotating

bezel. Sapphire crystal. Solid stainless steel screw-locked crown. Solid stainless steel

screwed-in back. Luminescent dial. Two interchangeable bracelets –one entirely made

of solid stainless steel and one made of half-solid stainless steel and half–polyurethane

with Swiss Sport markings. Solid stainless steel butterfly folding buckles –with push

buttons on the entirely solid stainless steel bracelet. Supplied with the Golfer’s Tool.

G2-WHT-RDB

G3C-BLKG3C-WHT

G2-BLUG2-BLKG2-WHT-BEBG2-WHT-BKB

G3C-BLU
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G5 ULTIMATE TIMEPIECES

Quartz watch. Numbered. Water-resistant to 100 meters (330 feet). Calendar. Solid

stainless steel case with solid stainless steel, unidirectional rotating bezel. Sapphire

crystal. Solid stainless steel screw-locked crown. Solid stainless steel screwed-in

back. Luminescent dial. Solid stainless steel bracelet. Solid stainless steel butterfly

folding buckle with push buttons.

G6 ULTIMATE TIMEPIECES

Quartz watch. Numbered. Water-resistant to 100 meters (330 feet). Calendar.

Polyurethane, unidirectional rotating bezel. Sapphire crystal. Solid stainless steel

screw-locked crown. Solid stainless steel screwed-in back. Luminescent dial.

Genuine rubber bracelet with Swiss Sport markings. Solid stainless steel butterfly

folding buckle.

G5-WHT G5-BLK G5-BLU

G6-BLUG6-BLKG6-WHT
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G7 ULTIMATE CHRONOMETERS LIMITED EDITION

1/5th second, 25-jewel, self-winding mechanical chronometer, COSC officially certified, with approximately 42 hours power

reserve. Numbered. Top-quality diamonds (tw-vvs-vs). Skeleton back. Water-resistant to 100 meters (330 feet). 30 minute

and 12 hour timers. Small Second. Calendar. Tachymeter. Solid platinum or solid white gold case with solid platinum or

solid white gold, unidirectional rotating bezel. Sapphire crystals. Solid platinum or solid white gold screw-locked crown.

Solid platinum or solid white gold screwed-in back. Luminescent dial. Three interchangeable bracelets –one entirely made

of solid platinum or solid white gold and two made of genuine rubber –one with Swiss Sport markings and one with golf

ball markings. Solid platinum or solid white gold butterfly folding buckles with push buttons –interchangeable on the

genuine rubber bracelets. Supplied with the Golfer’s Tool and a screwdriver for interchanging the bracelets.

G7CC-PT-WHT-BEB

G7CC-WAU-WHT-BEB

G7CC-PT-WHT-BKB

G7CC-WAU-WHT-BKB

G7CC-PT-BLU

G7CC-WAU-BLU

G7CC-PT-BLK

G7CC-WAU-BLK

G7 ULTIMATE AUTOMATIC CHRONOMETERS LIMITED EDITION

25-jewel, self-winding mechanical automatic chronometer with approximately 42 hours power reserve, COSC officially

certified. Numbered. Top-quality diamonds (tw-vvs-vs). Skeleton back. Water-resistant to 100 meters (330 feet).

Calendar. Tachymeter. Solid platinum or solid white gold case with solid platinum or solid white gold, unidirectional

rotating bezel. Sapphire crystals. Solid platinum or solid white gold screw-locked crown. Solid platinum or solid white

gold screwed-in back. Luminescent dial. Three interchangeable bracelets –one entirely made of solid platinum or solid

white gold and two made of genuine rubber –one with Swiss Sport markings and one with golf ball markings. Solid

platinum or solid white gold butterfly folding buckles with push buttons –interchangeable on the genuine rubber

bracelets. Supplied with the Golfer’s Tool and a screwdriver for interchanging the bracelets.

G7AC-PT-BLU

G7AC-WAU-BLU
G7AC-PT-BLK

G7AC-WAU-BLK
G7AC-PT-WHT-BEB

G7AC-WAU-WHT-BEB

G7AC-PT-WHT-BKB

G7AC-WAU-WHT-BKB
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G7 ULTIMATE CHRONOMETERS

1/5th second, 25-jewel, self-winding mechanical chronometer, COSC officially certified, with approximately 42 hours

power reserve. Numbered. Skeleton back. Water-resistant to 100 meters (330 feet). 30 minute and 12 hour timers. Small

second. Calendar. Tachymeter. Solid stainless steel case with solid stainless steel, unidirectional rotating bezel. Sapphire

crystals. Solid stainless steel screw-locked crown. Solid stainless steel screwed-in back. Luminescent dial. Three

interchangeable bracelets –one entirely made of solid stainless steel and two made of genuine rubber –one with Swiss

Sport markings and one with golf ball markings. Solid stainless steel butterfly folding buckles with push buttons

–interchangeable on the genuine rubber bracelets. Supplied with the Golfer’s Tool and a screwdriver for interchanging

the bracelets.

G7 ULTIMATE CHRONOGRAPHS

1/5th second, 25-jewel, self-winding mechanical chronograph with approximately 42 hours power reserve. Numbered.

Skeleton back. Water-resistant to 100 meters (330 feet). 30 minute and 12 hour timers. Small second. Calendar.

Tachymeter. Solid stainless steel case with solid stainless steel, unidirectional rotating bezel. Sapphire crystals. Solid

stainless steel screw-locked crown. Solid stainless steel screwed-in back. Luminescent dial. Three interchangeable

bracelets –one entirely made of solid stainless steel and two made of genuine rubber –one with Swiss Sport markings

and one with golf ball markings. Solid stainless steel butterfly folding buckles with push buttons –interchangeable on the

genuine rubber bracelets. Supplied with the Golfer’s Tool and a screwdriver for interchanging the bracelets.

G7C-BLUG7C-BLKG7C-WHT-BEBG7C-WHT-BKB

G7CC-BLUG7CC-BLKG7CC-WHT-BEBG7CC-WHT-BKB
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G7 ULTIMATE AUTOMATIC TIMEPIECES

25-jewel, self-winding mechanical automatic timepiece with approximately 42 hours power reserve. Numbered.

Skeleton back. Water-resistant to 100 meters (330 feet). Calendar. Tachymeter. Solid stainless steel case with solid

stainless steel, unidirectional rotating bezel. Sapphire crystals. Solid stainless steel screw-locked crown. Solid stainless

steel screwed-in back. Luminescent dial. Three interchangeable bracelets –one entirely made of solid stainless steel

and two made of genuine rubber –one with Swiss Sport markings and one with golf ball markings. Solid stainless steel

butterfly folding buckles with push buttons –interchangeable on the genuine rubber bracelets. Supplied with the Golfer’s

Tool and a screwdriver for interchanging the bracelets.

G7 ULTIMATE AUTOMATIC CHRONOMETERS

25-jewel, self-winding mechanical automatic chronometer, COSC officially certified, with approximately 42 hours power

reserve. Numbered. Skeleton back. Water-resistant to 100 meters (330 feet). Calendar. Tachymeter. Solid stainless steel

case with solid stainless steel, unidirectional rotating bezel. Sapphire crystals. Solid stainless steel screw-locked crown.

Solid stainless steel screwed-in back. Luminescent dial. Three interchangeable bracelets –one entirely made of solid

stainless steel and two made of genuine rubber –one with Swiss Sport markings and one with golf ball markings. Solid

stainless steel butterfly folding buckles with push buttons –interchangeable on the genuine rubber bracelets. Supplied

with the Golfer’s Tool and a screwdriver for interchanging the bracelets.

G7A-BLUG7A-BLKG7A-PT-WHT-BEBG7A-WHT-BKB

G7AC-BLUG7AC-BLKG7AC-WHT-BEBG7AC-WHT-BKB
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G1 & G2 ULTIMATE CHRONOGRAPHS AND TIMEPIECES’ BRACELETS

G7 ULTIMATE CHRONOMETERS & CHRONOGRAPHS AND AUTOMATIC CHRONOMETERS & TIMEPIECES’ BRACELETS

RDB BKB

BEB

BEB

BKB
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C Chronograph

CC Chronometer - COSC certified

A Automatic timepiece

AC Automatic chronometer - COSC certified

PT Platinum

WAU White gold

WHT White dial

BLK Black dial

BLU Blue dial

RDB Red bracelet

BKB Black bracelet

BEB Blue bracelet

COSC Official Swiss Chronometer-Testing Institute

BUTTERFLY FOLDING BUCKLE WITH PUSH BUTTONS BUTTERFLY FOLDING BUCKLE WITHOUT PUSH BUTTONS

GOLFER’S TOOL

The Golfer’s Tool is equipped with, among other things, a ball marker and a repair

tool for one hand use, a tee punch for hard or frozen ground and a groove cleaner.

All technical and design specifications are for

information only and may be modified without notice.



Montres Grenacher s.a.

1211 Geneva 4

Switzerland   

Tel. +41-22-840-1565

Fax +41-22-840-1566

E-mail info@grenacher.com

Website www.grenacher.com

For the Americas:

K & Co. (Geneva, Switzerland), Corp.

Tel. +1-305-867-6547

Fax +1-305-867-6548

E-mail info@kandcocorp.com

Your retailer:

© Montres Grenacher s.a.


